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MINUTES OF THE GOVERNING BODY MEETING
ON 6 JULY 2016 AT THESCHOOL

Present:

Joannie Andrews, Marisa Childs, lVadeleine Davis, Corrine Ffinch, Lorraine
Groom, Jo l\4acleod, Mike Owen, Kitty Stewart, Janice Thomas, Sarah young

ln

Fran Hall (Associate member) Terry Corpe (HoS) Ben Bignall, Louis Harris,
Daljeet Panesar (AHT) Hllary Ryan (SlP) l\Iaggie Kalnins (covernor Services)
Bill Wright

attendance:
Clerk:

Meeting opened 6.05 pm
Jo Macleod in the Chair

1.
1.1
1.2
'1
.3

INTRODUCTION AND MEMBERSHIP
Apologies for absence from Fiona Clarke, Jacy Templeton and pauline Abbie;
apologies for late arrival were received in advance from Corrine Ffinch
Members, observers and guests were welcomed to the meeting
There were no additions to the Register of Interests or declaraiions of interest

Action
Clerk

for the meeting

2.
2.1
2.2

3.
3.1

MINUTES
The minutes of the meeting on 27 Aptil had been circulated and were agreed
and signed by the Chair
There were no Matters Arising not otherwise on the agenda
The Chair had not taken any urgent action for repori

SCHOOL REPORTS
One-day review (ODR) - Hilary Ryan (School Improvement partner) presented
an overview of the year and the recent review and highlighted
. The year had started iollowing significant staff mobility over the summer, a
restructuring of TA support and establishing a new Senior Leadership

Team (SLT)
. In three ODRS during the year that in November had seen the new SLT
set a clear strategy to deal with inconsjstencies in quality of teaching and
learning in maths and writing; by February the focus had moved to
Reading but with remaining inconsistencies in teaching and learning and
some requiring improvement
. The review at the end of June had involved herself and two colleagues in
school for two days with one looking at Early years, phonics and KS1
progress while two carried out learning walk in KS1&2 with leaders,
examining over 100 pages of data, Iooking at core and topic books and
holding discussions with leaders and governors
. The review was not the same as an Ofsted inspectjon and the progress in
introducing change was now being seen as well managed but based on
leaders evaluation over time the target of having allteaching judged as at
least good by the end of the year was not achieved. lt was seen that
strong support had been put in place for teachers where needed and
improvements seen and with most of those requiring improvernent leaving
the school should be in a strong position from September
In response to governors' questions lvls Ryan reported that apart from NeTs
earlier in the year the team had not felt speaking to teachers would add to the
report and that the positive start to the following year was based on evidence
of new teachers at interview and through references

(6.19 pm Corrine Ffinch joined the meeting)

.

The proportion of pupils meeting end of year expectation was increasing to
85% with the data generally strong apart from y5 but there was not yet
sufficient progress in meeting the gap by disadvantaged pupils. This was
the biggest risk for the children and the governing body in that the gap
showed that the school was not yet good and with improving attainment of
non-PPG pupils the gap was increasing in yl, y3, y5. It had been noted in
feedback from ihe review attended by Kitty Stewart (Vice-Chair) that this
may not be a problem if PPG pupils were at the national standard for

Clerk

'other'pupils.
ln response to a governor's question it was confirmed thai while it was
narrowing where teaching was good or better a big gap still existed
. Having last visited in June 2013 it could be expected that Ofsted would
visit in school year 2016117 and, with the data as they were, a planned
one day inspection would probably be extended for a second day to
investigate PPG gap and, without evidence of the gap being closed, there
was a risk that the school would be graded as'Requiring lmprovement'(or
'lnadequate'with a PPG review being required so it was suggested ihat
the GB comm.ssion such a review now
ln discussion it was noted that
o There were multiple vulnerabilities to exarnine for example in Y5
with 9 out of '18 PPG pupils also being SEND
o The additional value from a PPG review provided a four day
external examination not possible for staff at the school
o More independence than thai from the local authority would be

.

.
.

.
.
3.2

useful

The target set in September for YO had been for 82% reaching expected
outcome for'combined' but the recently published national average of
53% (compared to 79% in 2015) showed this had been over-optimistic for
the new curriculum and testing regime but YO was still significantly above
the national average and had made outstanding progress as a cohort
however the gap between PPG and non-PPG had increased to 29%
Leadership of the school had seen significant progress at all levels but
with the PPG gap remained a medium risk. The SLT were driving
continuing improvements and were clear on what needed to be done and
this was set out in their seltevaluation
ln reviewing actions that had been required, teaching had seen increasrng
consistency based on ability and with disadvantaged and challenging
more able. l\4aths had improved across the school and although there was
a lot of writing there was some concern on handwriting and G PS that was
to be addressed in an INSET day in September
Behaviour was generally improving in classrooms because of hard work
by teachers and on transitions but more focus was needed so that all
children could enjoy the playground; it was noted that teachers had
worked hard on good behaviours for learning
Overall, at the end of the year, there were two low risks, three medium but
a high risk of not meeting the target on quality of teaching and learning

The Executive Head Teacher reported on the school improvement process at
Lauriston with reference to the "McKinsey journey of school improvement" that
had been circulated and highlighted
. The global research on school improvement by McKinsey provided a
framework that informed her work supported by the Head of school and
leadership team
. An initial assessment of staffing, provision and systems was used io
identify the needs and capacity of the school and the team that was

.
r
.
.
.

needed
From January - July 2015 systems were introduced, the " non-negotiables"
established from the top, a teaching profile based on monitoring of work
and observation and strategic priority given to literacy and maths
supported by introductjon of PA maths and Hackney Loves Reading
The audit of SEN interventions (only now forming a secure knowledge of
needs) a priority of tracking progress and establishing middle and subject
leadership and making sure that children knew the expectatlons on them
of the behaviou r systems
The speed of change had provided a culture shock at the school and a lot
of interventions in YO had been needed to compensate for previous poor

ieaching
From September 2015 there was a new SLT and middle leadership with a
settled team and a new curriculum allowing movement along the journey;
with improving Quality First Teaching the EHT needed less'hands-on'
and the curriculum broadened with Spanish, l\4usic and PE specialists
Reviews of progress would continue by the school and as part of the local
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authority SRAS process with the process of embedding in September for
example PA maths with new teachers, behaviours for learning, narrowing
the PPG gap
The Chair thanked EHT and SLT for the review which had provided a useful
reminder of the progress since the start of 2015 and provided an opportunity to
celebrate improvements
In response to governors'questions it was noted that
r The EHT would report to the next governing body when verified data was

.
.

.

3.3

EHT detailed
report next GB

available

While celebrating the progress (and for example music and PE) it was
important to recognise the length of the lourney
The next Trust Action croup (TAG) on 15 July would consider the exit
from SRAS based on progress in Y2/YO but with risks around PPG; the
decision lay with the acting Director of Education but it may continue to be
usefulto get support from the local authority and was appreciated by
school although the need was not as intensive as some others. lt was
reported that too early an exit from support had seen schools bouncing
back into SRAS category
While turnover of staff was expected it may be unusual to have both core
subject leaders leaving at the same time although it was noted they were
going for different reasons and had been offered the opportunity to
complete an exit questionnaire or follow up interview with governors

Effective Governance - l\4aggie Kalnins (Head of Governor Services)
presented a follow up to the training session held on 15 June and undertook to
circulate the PowerPoint presentation from which she highlighted
. The reviewed values statement showed sirong values and were a basis
for a strong school
. lt was less clear what Lauriston should look like in five years
. An example statement of Lauriston in five years could include for example
all pupils outcomes, the curriculum, being the choice of parents and staff
and financial sustainability
. Effective governance meant keeping an eye on school improvement,
acting as a critical friend and delegating to link governors the detailed
monitoring and courageous conversations in the interests of children
. The next steps to include developing the vision, confirming link roles, a
single improvement plan to include governors and a detailed governance
work plan
ln discussion it was noted that
. An early part of governors work plan for 2016117 would be consolidate the
vision for the school with leadership
. An away-day for the governors and SLT might allow face{o-face dialogue
but it may take too much time of leadership away from school
. The governing body could use the outline for a five -year vison to monitor
progress towards end goals
. The key need to meet pupils'needs were to narrow gaps and ensure all
made progress and EHT could draft a half-page summary
. With priorities in place the link roles would ensure accountability

Power point

sent (MK)

In summary it was noted that the vision for the school and children's outcomes
could be identified in a concise statement early in the next school year

4.
4.1

GOVERNING BODY ORGANISATION
lt was agreed that the governing body would not use committees
forward subject to ongoing review and evaluation

going

GB with no
committees

plan

GB action
(Chair/EHT)

It was noted that the Chair and Head would draft a governor action
aligned with the school plan
(8.04 pm Joannie Andrews left the meeting)

4.2

Draft link arrangements had been circulated and an updated version following
consultation was tabled and governors were asked to feedback to the Chair on
proposed allocaiions. lt was noted that
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Feedback on
links to Chair
(All)

.

One governor to be allocated to each role with an annual review and
possible change
. Additional 'task and finish'groups woutd be established
. Possible risk, support available (for example from LBHackney) and
policies and focus areas were included
r lt would be possible for the work plan to include arrangements for link
meetings and the expectation on how often they were held
(8.12 pm Mike Owen left the meeting and at his last meeting gavernors expressed
appreciation of his contribution while a staff oovernor)
. Chair and EHT were to review dates for the GB with a mix of morning and
evening times to allow meeting with School Council and facilitate visits to
school

5,
5.1

COMMITTEE AND GOVERNOR REPORTS
The Strategic Working Party had met and Sarah Young reported
. The decision of the GB in March 2016 to seek an extension to the
Partnership was soon to be confirmed
party was investigating all options for the school taking the
The
' widerworking
context into account and would report back to the GB
. Risks and questions had been identified and over the course of the next
academic year information from other Boroughs, academies and
federations was to be sought by visits which were not indications of
interest; governors suggestions for other school models to investigate

would be welcome
ln discussion it was noted that
Following the education White Paper LBHackney was invesiigating
possible models of organisation and also hoped to facilitate sharing of
information between schools
. Hackney School Governors Association (HaSGA) may also provide events
for schools
. The Regional Schools Commissioner now took very rapid action over
'failing' schools and there was continuing political will to move to an all
academy system by 2022;
. the recent publication of DfE guidance on 'Schools Causing Concern'
. Accountability to parents remained but a report on future organisation
would be premature at this stage

.

5.2
6,
6.1
7.
7.1

l\4inutes of the Teaching and Learning Committee(26 April) FPPP Committee
(7 June) and Community and Pastoral Committee (8 June) had been
circulated and were noted

POL|CIES
There was no report from the policies working party
DTARY DATES
2016/17 Provisional dates to be confirmed pending further discussion

21 September

23 November
25 January
8l\4arch
26 April
14 Ju ne
7

.2

HaSGA
N{on 26 Sept 2016
Tues 29Nov 2016
Wed 8 Feb 2017
Mon 20 March 2017
Tues16 May 2017
Wed 5 July 20'17
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GB dates tbc
(Chair/EHT

There was no Confidentiat Business and

lhe Meeting

closed A.ZA

Minutespreparedby,
Bi Wright

pm

4

/.,''
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Chair

Date

